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Welcome
 to the World 

of…..
The best wooden puzzles and games on the planet!

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911

bringing tools 
for education to 

life!

INTRODUCTION 

Tuzzles – As world class designers  and  manufacturers of traditional  and  progressive 
toys, games and puzzles, we specialize in providing quality products  and resources for 
the development of skills and imagination  of children around the globe.  With the use 
of innovative technology in our manufacturing process, Tuzzles products  are modern, 
colourful, super bright and extremely hard wearing. 

Tuzzles is an industry standard. 

For many years we have been leading the world educational market with thousands of 
unique wooden puzzles of original design. This level is achieved through our investment 
in technology and extensive commitment to original ideas.  Together with this puzzle 
range  are new wooden  toys and games, to complement  all the original values of the 
traditional Tuzzles puzzle. 

All products  are made  using the highest  quality materials.   Every product  is 
carefully tested to ensure it is completely safe and complies with current global safety 
standards. All products are created from sustainable renewable timber resources and we 
are always actively looking for ‘greener’ ways to manufacture our products. 

One of our core Design House’s objectives, is to 
create exciting new products for children, 
parents   and  teachers   which  develop  skills 
and  imagination,  expanding the  user’s 
knowledge  of the world around  them  and 
assisting them  to reach their full potential. 
Puzzles promote problem solving and stimulate 
children’s thoughts. Teaching Aids grow the skills 
necessary for easy transition into reading and 
writing.  Games allow children to play and 
interact with each other and toys are just 
straight up fun! 

Tuzzles - bringing education to life! 



BKN2X4-001-PB    Counting Buses (4 pce) 
4 piece easy-grip puzzle with colourful buses each showing a number 
from 1-4. Lift up the shape to find that very number of people 
waiting at the bus stop. Shape Cut. 
Size 40 x 20cm. Age 18mths+

BKN3X4-011-PB    Hi-Contrast Shapes Puzzle (6 pce) 
Having giant pegs, these brightly coloured geometric shapes 
puzzle has pieces that are both easy to see and manouevre. The 
dark background offers a great contrast for visually impaired 
children.
Size 40 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Age 18mths+

BKN3X3-002    Fruit  (5 pce) 
Easy-grip puzzle featuring 5 bright pieces of fruit. 
Perfect for teaching colour, discussing good food and 
developing fine-motor skills. 
Size 30 x 30cm. Age 18mths+

BKN3X3-009   Ladybirds  (6 pce)
Explore size, orientation and shape with this easy-grip 
puzzle depicting 6 beautifully designed ladybirds on a 
spectacular green leaf background. Size 30 x 30cm. Age 
18mths+

BKN3X3-011-PB   Ice Cream  (4 pce) 
Create this delicious ice-cream while exploring the 
first stages of whole-picture puzzles Large peg pieces  
make it easy. For little hands to investigate shape 
matching. Size 30 x 30cm. Age 18mths+

BKN2x3-004  A House Built with 
Shapes (6 pce)
Shape and colour recognition in this 
delightful little house with easy grip pegs. 
Shape Cut. Size 30 x 20cm. Age 18mths+

Large peg puzzles provide easy piece manipulation for young 
children, or for children needing assistance with coordination 
and fine-motor control.
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BKN3X3-010-PB    Pieces of Pie  (4 pce)
Easy-grip puzzle featuring 4 bright pieces for the 
teaching of colour and developing fine motor skills
Size 30 x 30cm. Age 18mths+
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Peg puzzles are the first introduction to puzzles and play a vital role in the 
development of logical thought. Children learn very quickly how puzzles go 
together and will soon advance to more complicated designs and themes.

Two early years wooden peg puzzles showing 5 different types of fruit and vegetables.  Easy to 
manipulate pieces, easy to distinguish shapes and brightly coloured almost edible fruit and vegetable 
pictures makes these great puzzles for the younger child. Size 30 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Age 18mths+

KN-048  Fruit (5 pce)

KN-020  Transport Vehicles (4 pce) KN-019  Rescue Vehicles (4 pce) 

KNS-002   Construction Vehicles (5+6+6 pce)

KNS-004-PB  Emergency Response Vehicles – Look Inside  (7+4+5 pce)

Simple 4 piece peg puzzle with vibrant images of the key 
essential services. Size: 40 x 20cm Shape Cut

Take the bus, ride the tractor or speed through town in a sports car or 
on a motorbike. Sturdy pegs for easy grip. Size: 40 x 20cm. Shape Cut
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Single Placement Puzzles……

Whole Picture Puzzle Sets……

KN-052  Vegetables (5 pce) KN2x3-032  Farm (4 pce)
Fun on the farm with this colourful first puzzle. 
Sturdy pegs for easy grip. Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape 
Cut. 18mths+

Three set of construction vehicles - the tractor, mixer truck and a excavator.  Through play they will improve their memory and fine motor skills. Sturdy pegs for easy 
grip. Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. 18mths+

Set of 3 Emergency Response puzzles featuring a fire engine, ambulance and police car. Each wooden puzzle has a printed image underneath to match the puzzle 
pieces. Sturdy pegs for easy grip. Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. 18mths+
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6-12 Piece
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KN40x15-007    Snail Sequencing (4 pce) KN-014    Apple Sequencing (5 pce)  

Easy-grip puzzles that explore colour, shape and number with delightful illustrations that include brightly-coloured fish, cool cars and cute garden 
creatures. Size 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Age 18mths+

KN-074  Bubble Fish (5 pce) 

KN-057  Fish (4 pce) KN-088  Steam Train (4 pce)

KN3x4-023  Shape Sequencing Prisms (12 pce)KN-013  9 Shapes (9 pce)

KN-080  Sailing Boat (5 pce) 
Take the next step from single-placement puzzles to constructing the whole picture. Bright, simple designs, cut to shape with easy-grip pegs for little hands..
Size: 30 x 30cm Shape Cut. Age 18mths+

KN2X3-028  Clever Cars (5 pce) KN2X3-029  Garden (4 pce) 

Shape, Colour and 
Sequence

Explore shapes in 2 and 3D, colour 
recognition and sequencing from 
smallest to largest and largest to 

smallest with these all-time Tuzzles 
favourites. Easy-grip pegs make 
them suitable for both older and 

younger children. All wooden. Age 
18mths+

Size: 30 x 30cm Shape Cut. Age 18mths+ Size: 40 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Age 18mths+

Size: 40 x 15cm. Shape Cut. Age 18mths+ Size: 40 x 15cm. Shape Cut. Age 18mths+

Single Placement Puzzles…..

Whole Picture Puzzles…….

Did you know……Shape recognition and sequencing (larger to smaller and reverse) are extremely important 
subliminal concepts, important to a child’s understanding of maths
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Once children have mastered the concept of a peg puzzle, they need to progress to the next 
level and continue their development. Raised puzzles sit-up in the tray by about 3mm so they 
can be easily manipulated by small fingers – extending fine-motor skills.

Delight in the creatures above or below the sea or get lost in a world of fantasy with these beautifully designed puzzles that provide a greater degree of 
complexity whilst considering the need for fine-motor support.. Size: 20 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Age 3+

RS2X2-008   Sea Life Set of 4 

RS15-004  Garden Set of 4 RS15-013  Tropical Fish Set of 4  

RS2X2-003    Fantasy Set of 4 

S-005    Butterflies on a Flower (15 pce)   
S-001    Ladybirds on a Leaf (9 pce)          
S-008    Ants on a Mushroom (9 pce)
       

4-5 Piece Simple 
Raised Puzzle Sets

Take the next step with these 
simple, multiple-piece 

puzzles. Choose between the 
happy garden theme or the 

vibrant tropical fish.
Size: 15 x 15cm each. All 

wooden. Shape Cut. Age 3+

10-15 Piece Raised Puzzle Sets

These unique puzzles see the tray cut to the shape of the theme and make an exciting addition 
to any puzzle collection.. The creatures sit raised on the leaf, flower or mushroom giving a 
spectacular 3D effect. Why not take advantage of the great price and brighten up your centre 
with all 3. Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. All wooden. Age 3+

Raised Theme-Cut Puzzles

4-5 pieces per puzzle 5 pieces per puzzle
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Raised puzzles also provide the opportunity to explore different curriculum 
areas such as shape, colour, letters, numbers, environment and diversity
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A Tuzzles favourite. This beautifully illustrated 
puzzle depicts an elephant family on the plains 
and under the stars. The raised, shape-cut pieces 
provide for a magnificent 3D effect.
Size: 30 x 30cm Shape Cut. Age 3+

Teaching puzzles that explore letter, number and shape recognition. Nicely 
sized for little fingers, these wooden raised puzzles will last for years. Size: 30 
x 30cm. Shape Cut. All wooden. Age 3+

Investigate the life cycles of both living and non-living creatures and objects, and learn the concepts of evaporation, 
condensation and precipitation with this beautifully simple set of raised wooden puzzles. Available individually or as 
a value set of 3. Single-placement, shape cut puzzles. Size: 30cm (D). Age 3+

XXXXX    Snail Sequencing (4 pce)   $00.00

S-032   Water Cycle  (12 pce)  S-014    Recycling – The Can (10 pce) S-019    Life Cycle Frog (10 pce)

R30-007  Alphabet (26 pce) R30-013  Numbers (12 pce)  R30-044  Robot Shapes (25 pce)  

R30-003  Elephants (18 pce) R30-047  Busy Farm (29 pce) R30-058    Faces of the World (9 pce)  

Caring for the Environment

Letters, Shapes and Numbers

With a greater piece-count comes greater 
difficulty – but still good for little hands. A busy 
farm made for the busy puzzler.
Size: 30 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Age 3+

Simple 9 piece raised puzzle that is ideal for 
looking at the diversity of the people and cultures 
within the world that we live.
Size: 30 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Age 3+

Did You Know……
Puzzles help children develop a range of skills. These include visual-motor skills, 
proprioception, vestibular, tactile and fine-motor. These are all pre-reading essentials
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S-020    Life Cycle Butterfly (10 pce) 



R40-002   Cutting Board 
Vegetables (15pce)    

R4020-003  Rocket Launch (32 pce)

RS15-001  Weather Set (11+8+8+8 pce) 
What is Weather? What will our weather be like today. This set of 4 raised 
puzzles help children to learn the differences and encourages them to ask 
questions about their environment. In this set we have The Wind, The Sun, 
The Snow and The Rain. Size: 15 x 15cm. Age 3+
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RS15-025  Hygiene Set   (8+9+9+10 pce)    
Learn about the importance of good hygiene with these 4 puzzle set 
illustrating face-washing, hand-washing, teeth-cleaning and hair-washing. 
Great little puzzles for stimulating discussion about forming good habits. 
Size: 15 x 15cm. Age 3+

This raised puzzle shows a Space Shuttle 
about to lift off into Outer Space.  Space 
exploration continues to expand our 
learning as human beings and teaches us 
more about our place in the universe and 
here on Earth. Size: 40 x 20cm. Age 3+

RS15x20-003    Children of the World - Boxed Set of 8 (6 pce ea)    
Children will enjoy discovering the different appearances of children from all over the world while playing with these 
bright and colourful wooden puzzles. The raised pieces make it easier for little fingers to manipulate.  This set of 8 
puzzles fits into a compact wooden box for easy storage.  Size: 20 x 15cm ea. Raised Shape Cut. Age 3+

How do you prepare a healthy meal? Wooden puzzle 
showing a cutting board, knife and vegetables being cut 
into pieces. Size 40x 20cm. Raised Shape Cut. Age 3+
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F30-005    Duck Family (17 pce) F30-040    Noah’s Ark (51 pce) F30-003    Octopus (12 pce) 

F30-009    Spaceman (21 pce) F30-049    Vegetables (24 pce) F30-050    Fruit (17 pce) 

A puzzle that is simply a joy to behold. Charmingly 
cute little duck family swimming together on the 
pond. Size: 30 x 30cm Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Another Tuzzles classic! Piece the spaceman back 
together as he floats in space looking down on the 
earth below. Size: 30 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

A more difficult Shape Cut , this puzzle depicts Noah 
and his animals on the high seas.  Fascinating for 
people of all ages these bright and colourful images 
invite children to play. Size: 30 x 30cm. Shape Cut. 
Ages 3+

A Tuzzles original. Children continue to enjoy this 
timeless classic as they use shape recognition to 
attach the legs to the octopus’ head. Size: 30 x 
30cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Did You Know……
Research has found that children who 
have early exposure to puzzles will 
learn faster. They assist with many 
aspects of a child’s development 
including, pre-reading skills, 
sequencing and early mathematical 
concepts. They can be used to 
develop problem-solving skills and 
help with speech-development, story 
telling and communication.   

No puzzle collection is complete without these beautifully illustrated fruit and vegetable puzzles. Teach 
children good habits whilst having a puzzling good time. Size: 30 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

F20-145    Frog (17 pce) 

F20-100    Animal Maze (21 pce)  F20-007    Cement Mixer (15 pce) F20-037    Turtle (18 pce) 

F20-043    Front End Loader (13 pce) 

Uniquely challenging shape puzzle featuring a 
collage of animals who all have their special place 
in the puzzle. Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Everyone’s favourite. This colourful cement 
mixer is a must for the little truckers in the 
classroom Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Get the hard work done piecing together this classic 
loader. Finish the job by adding the cement mixer 
(below). Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Find where each piece fits using shape-
recognition and matching of the beautiful vibrant 
colours. Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Elegant green turtle in a colourful coral background. 
Size: 30 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Ages 3+
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FS2X3-012    Giant Dinosaur Set  (9+19+30+36 pce)  
Take a trip back to the Jurassic period with these beautifully illustrated dinosaur puzzles. Ideal set for the preschool room to be challenged whilst discussing the 
dinosaurs and their surroundings. Ranging from 9- 36 pieces this puzzle set provides the perfect challenge for both skilled and developing puzzlers.
Size: 30 x 20cm . Shape Cut. Ages 3+

Explore the concepts 
of multiculturalism 
and gender equity in 
these sets of 4 quality 
wooden jigsaw 
puzzles. Featuring a 
Police officer, 
Firefighter, Doctor 
and Ambulance 
Officer, along with 
lawyer, farmer, chef 
and construction 
worker. These puzzles 
have realistic full-
colour images and are 
made with Tuzzles 
famous quality. Size: 
30 x 20cm 12pce. 
Shape Cut. Ages 3+. 
(Handy storage tray 
included)

FS2X3-029    Multicultural Occupations Set A  
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Occupations

Wild Animals Photo

Dinosaurs

FS2X3-031    Multicultural Occupations Set B  

FS2X3-033    Wild Animals Photo 
Set (6)   
Beautiful. Real-life images 
of animals in the wild 
make these puzzles a must 
in every classroom. 
Featuring all the favourites 
including, lion, elephant, 
giraffe, leopard, zebra and 
antelope Size: 30 x 20cm 
12pce. Traditional Cut. 
Ages 3+. 
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Tray puzzles are generally whole-picture puzzles and come in a wide variety 
of difficulty levels. Traditional cut styles allow the user to focus on the 
picture, whereas shape-cut ‘Tuzzles’ puzzles need to be completed using the 
shape first. 
Why not give both a try?
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Traditional Cut 
Environment 

Puzzles
Study how a volcano 
works or explore the 

impact man can 
have on the 

environment = all 
whilst developing 
puzzle skills and 

visual perception. 24 
piece traditional cut 

teaching puzzles 
that are great for 

stimulating 
discussion or simple 

enjoyment. 
Environmental 

Change puzzle has 
image (shown) 

underneath. Size: 40 
x 30cm. Ages 3+

F40-036  Fairies  (70 pce)    

F40-033  Dragon Mountain (78 pce) 

F40-087    Volcano (24 pce)   

F40-086-PB    Environmental Change (24 pce)   

F40-014    Mission 
to Mars   

A more challenging 
puzzle with lots of 
pieces of different 
shapes and sizes.  
Excellent for positive 
and negative shape 
recognition.  A 
subject for both 
genders this puzzle 
design is both 
interesting and 
imaginative. Size: 30 
x 40cm . Shape Cut. 
Ages 3+

This colourful flat tray 
food guide puzzle has 
been divided into the 
current dietary 
recommendations. 
Each section shows the 
groups of foods from 
the ‘must haves’ at the 
bottom to the 
‘occasional’ food at the 
top of the pyramid. 
Size: 40 x 30cm. Shape 
Cut. Ages 3+.

For the advanced 
puzzler. These magical 
designs with high piece 
counts will keep the 
children delightfully 
challenged. Great for 
placing on a table and 
using as an ongoing, 
cooperative, group 
activity. All wooden. 
Shape Cut. Size: 40 x 
30cm. Ages 3+

Shape Cut Fantasy 
Puzzles

F40-041   Good Food 
Guide (58 pc) 
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F40-088  Water Cycle (24 pce) 

Large Tray Puzzles – All 40cm x 30cm 

F40-069  Magnified Garden (26 pce) 



Puzzles with more than one layer have more than one objective. The 
multiple layers will increase the difficulty of the task and allow children to 
understand more than one angle of the concept being taught.

DLKN40-001    Who Lives in a Log (14 pce)  

DLKN30-005  5 Little Bees (9 pce) 

DL2X2-005    Chickens (8+14 pce)  DL2X2-002    Stegosaurus (6+11 pce)  

L3-002    Inside My Head  
L3-001    My Body  

One for the little ones, or for those who just get a ‘buzz’ out of 
doing cool puzzles.. Remove the outer hive to reveal 5 Little Bees, 
inset with easy-grip pegs. Tells a great story! Size: 30 x 30cm. 
Shape Cut. Thick 22mm wood. Ages 18mths+

A simple introduction to layered puzzles. Remove the shape-cut pieces that make-up 
the river scene to reveal a world of fascinating creatures underneath. The second 
layer pieces include easy-grip pegs and are single placement. Size: 40 x 30cm. Shape 
Cut. Thick 22mm wood. Ages 18mths+

Smaller in size with a greater piece-count, these delightful hatching puzzles offer the next level of challenge for the young puzzler. Peel back the shells to to 
reveal the young chickens or dinosaurs coming to life. Small in size but tricky in nature. A great resource for any classroom. Size 20 x 20cm Age 3+

Triple Layered 
Puzzles

Children have difficulty with 
concepts that are not easy to 

see. By showing them on 
different layers, concepts 

such as the brain and human 
body take on more clarity. 
Use these puzzles to teach 

about skeletal structure and 
body organs and have a 

whole heap of enjoyment 
whilst doing so!.

3 layers each. All wooden 
17.5mm thick. Shape Cut 

Ages:3+

Hatching Puzzles

Layer 1: The face, hair and skin
Layer 2: Skeleton and spinal cord
Layer 3: The Brain
Size: 30 x 30cm

Layer 1: The face, head and clothing
Layer 2: Body Organs and skin
Layer 3: Skeleton
Size: 40cm x 15cm
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L3-004    Toddler Sandwich (36 pce) DLKN40-004  Who Lives in the Ocean (14 pce)    

DL2X2-004    Crocodiles (8+14 pce)  DL2X2-001    Turtles (8+11 pce)  

DL4020-002    Mother and Baby (7+6 pce) 

Smaller in size with a greater piece-count, these delightful hatching puzzles offer the next level of challenge for the young puzzler. Peel back the shells to to 
reveal the young crocodiles or turtles coming to life. Small in size but tricky in nature. A great resource for any classroom. Size 20 x 20cm. Age 3+

More Hatching Puzzles

Peel away the layers of water to reveal the hidden ocean wonders 
underneath. The second layer pieces include easy-grip pegs and 
are single placement. Size: 40 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Thick 22mm 
wood. Ages 18mths+

Children learn to make their own sandwich with this excellent 3 - layer puzzle.  It has a 
choice of the following fillings.  ham, cheese, tomato, egg, lettuce, chicken, peanut butter 
and jelly.  Each filling is divided into 4 pieces.  The top bread lid  is also cut into 4 pieces. 
Size: 20 x 20cm. Grid Cut. Thick 22mm wood. Ages 3+

A double layer puzzle showing the growing baby. Helps children to 
understand where they come from in a non confrontational way. Especially 
great for children about to have a new brother or sister. The top layer shows 
the pregnant mother whilst the bottom layer shows a baby in the womb. 
Size: 40 x 20cm. Shape Cut. Thick 22mm wood. Ages 3+

One of Tuzzles most popular layered puzzles. The USA Map features all the states in a 20 
piece traditional cut puzzle on the top layer, whilst underneath is an 8 piece puzzle of 
the Stars and Stripes. Size: 40 x 30cm. Shape Cut. Thick 22mm wood. Ages 3+

DL40-001    USA Map (20+8 pce) 
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The pieces of a table puzzle are not confined to the space inside a 
traditional puzzle tray. For children, this means that their focus is completely 
on the object in front of them.

TPMS-002    Pets Set of 4  (6 pce)
Size: 20 x 20cm (9mm thick)

TPS-009     Vehicles Set of 4  (5-6 pce) 
Size 20 x 15cm (9mm thick) 

TP-036    Cars Perspective  (4 pce) 

TP0-84    Fire Engine (12 pce)  

TP0-83    Rescue Helicopter (12 pce) 

TP-028    Alphabet Snake (52 pce) 

TP-082    Ambulance (7 pce)  

A great teaching table puzzle. Firstly, put the snake puzzle 
together and then insert the alphabet letters which are made 
thicker than the snake to allow easy placement. Size: 60 x 
40cm. Age 3+

Table Puzzle 
Sets

Traditional cut 5-6 
piece puzzle sets 

great for little hands. 
The Pets Set features 
images on a coloured 
background whilst the 
Vehicles Set provides 
a more shape-based 
puzzle experience – 

giving a 3D effect. All 
wooden.

TPS-006    Dinosaur Set of 4 (4 pce)  

TP-037    Planets Perspective (4pce) 

Tuzzles to the rescue! 
Thick wooden puzzles that 
can be used on the floor 
or the table. Ideal for that 

emergency rainy day 
activity.. Traditional cut.

Size: 44cm x 27cm (9mm thick)

Size: 44cm x 26cm (9mm thick)

Size: 55cm x 15cm (9mm thick). Age 3+

Perspectives

Simple 4 pc puzzles that show colour, sequence and distance. Size: 30 x 15cm (9mm thick)

Rescue Vehicles

Size: 20 x 20cm (9mm thick)
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TPS-017  Daily Food Set (4 pce) 
Introducing an exciting wooden puzzle set to teach your children about the 
healthy types of food we eat. Attractive designs with plenty of fruit, vegetables, 
bread and dairy to encourage healthy discussion.. Size: 20 x 20cm. Traditional 
Cut. Age 18mths+

TPMS-002  Farm Pets Set  (3-4 pce) 
Chunky pieces make it easy for small hands to manipulate the pieces.  
These puzzles show familiar and popular animals - the Horse, the Cow, 
the Pig and the Chicken. Size: 15 x 15cm. Traditional Cut. Age 18 mths +

TPS-020  Plant Growth Sequence Set of 2 (6 pce ea) 
This set of 2 table puzzles show the different growth sequences of two of our favourite vegetables.  Carrots are 
root vegetables that grow beneath the soil, while pumpkins grow above the ground on a vine.  From sprouting 
seeds to flower and harvest, these puzzles will help children to understand how different vegetables are 
grown. Size: 40 x 15cm. Traditional Cut. Age 3+

TP-043  Dinosaur Frieze (20 pce) 

Giant Friezes
Tuzzles 20 piece giant frieze 
puzzles can be used on a desk 
or on the floor. A fantastic 
resource for children to use 
alone, or in groups, stimulating 
discussion while learning about 
different cultures.  Sturdy Tuzzles 
quality pieces mean that this 
puzzle will last. Recommended 
for ages 3 and up. Size: 60 x 
20cm. Traditional Cut. Age 3+

TP-045  Multicultural Kids Frieze (20 pce) 
This Tuzzles wooden table puzzle features five different children of various ethnic backgrounds holding hands. Size 60 x 20cm 	  

Big chunky pieces and a wild Jurassic scene makes this puzzle a favourite of older and younger kids alike. Size 60 x 20cm	  
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Tuzzles have a fantastic range of gigantic 
floor puzzles that capture the attention of 
children and adults. The floor puzzles vary 
in size from medium to large, with the 
average size being 60cm (L) 
Wild life animals, fantasy, vehicles and 
dinosaurs almost come to life at this size. 
When piecing together a floor puzzle, 
children need to maintain balance, stretch 
and move to complete the picture. The                                     
large, chunky 9mm thick pieces make it 
easier for children to assemble large 
puzzles on the floor individually or in 
groups.

FL-083  Happy Apartment Block (72 pce) 
Take a look inside and spot 
something different and fun 
happening in every apartment. From 
parties, to golf, to fishing, to animals 
roaming wild, children will be 
amazed at how much there is to see 
and discuss. Size: 120 x 60cm. 
Traditional Cut. 
Age 3+

FL-T-030  Atmospheres (40 pce) 
Learn about the world and how gravity influences 
everything in it with this 40 piece Floor Puzzle.  
Where things are found and where they belong.  
Under the ground and on the ground, in the air and 
up in space; everything has its place. Size: 60 x 
40cm. Traditional Cut. 
Age 3+

FL-084 I Spy Alphabet   (48 pce)
Piece the puzzle together and play the game of 
finding an object to match every letter of the 
alphabet. Great fun as a group or individual 
activity
Size: 60 x 50cm. Traditional Cut. 
Age 3+

FL-071  Animals of the World Map (48 pce) 
An enormous Tuzzles wooden floor puzzle featuring endangered species from across the globe. 
Perfect for discussing habitats, endangered species, continents and maps. Sturdy Tuzzles quality 
pieces mean that this puzzle will last. Recommended for ages 3 and up. Size: 90 x 60cm. Traditional 
Cut. Age 3+

FL-082  Vegetable Patch (72 pce)

Build the puzzle and discover the 
garden from both above and below 
the ground. Great for talking about 
where food comes from and how 
things grow.
Size: 120 x 60cm. Traditional Cut. 
Age 3+
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A fun scientific look at 
what's inside the human 
body, showing all the major 
organs, veins and muscles. 
Size: 120 x 60cm (9mm thick)

FL-056  Children of the 
World (20 pce) 
One of Tuzzles best! This 20 piece 
giant floor puzzle shows our world 
with a selection of children from 
different nationalities playing music 
and dancing in harmony.
Size: 60 x 60cm. Traditional Cut. 
Age 3+

FL-068  Wild Animals   (40 pce)  

FL-069  Farm Animals  (40 pce)  

Children will fall in love with these giant floor puzzles showing their favourite wild and farm animals. Create a beautiful scene right there on the floor of your classroom. 
Large pieces for little hands with 6 charming animals all joined together in each Puzzle. Size: 120 x 60cm”. Traditional Cut. Age 3+

FL-076  Human Body with 
Organs (30 pce) 

FL-063  Road Transport      
(45 pce) 
Classic design! Promote discussion, 
learn about road safety and simply 
delight in the fun, colourful images 
on this great giant floor puzzle
Size: 100 x 30cm. Traditional Cut. 
Age 3+

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911
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FL-007    Dolphin  (20 pce)  
Bottlenose Dolphins are the Dolphins humans have 
associated with the most. They tend to stay around 
coastal areas and hunt fish to eat. Designed so that 
children will work in groups, learning co-operation 
and sharing skills.  As the puzzles are constructed on 
the floor, children practice their gross motor skills as 
they reach and shift positions to complete the 
puzzle. 
Size 120 x 45cm Traditional Cut. Age 3+

FL-015    Brontosaurus (50 pce)  

FL-016    Stegosaurus (21 pce)  

FL-089    Feathered T-Rex (80 pce) 

This puzzle offers a challenge as he stands 
front on, which means that his legs are not 
just front and back as usually seen.  The 
middle section of this puzzle offers the 
most challenge. Size: 100 x 70cm. 
Traditional Cut. Age 3+

This giant floor puzzle of the Brontosaurus brings to life the incredible creatures that roamed our world 
so long ago. This is not an easy floor puzzle and has been designed to give avid puzzle doers a challenge 
on the floor. Size: 145 x 105cm. Traditional Cut. Age 3+

FL-006    Turtle  (18 pce) 
Turn your floor into a peaceful underwater scene with this beautifully 
illustrated giant turtle. 18 chunky pieces makes it one of the easier floor 
puzzles and the intricate detail makes it a pleasure to look at when 
complete – you wont want to pack it away.
Size 80 x 60cm. Traditional Cut. Age 3+

Translated to ‘the beautiful tyrant’, the Yutyrannus huali (or giant 
feathered T-Rex) was discovered in China in 2012. New from 
Tuzzles in 2014 – be one of the first to take on this great 
challenge. Large in size and looks amazing on any floor.
Size: 170  x 80cm. Traditional Cut. Age 3+

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911
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FL-022    Tiger (30 pce) FL-020    Elephant (30 pce)  
A favourite of children and teachers alike,  huge wooden 
pieces with intricate detail to delight the senses and 
encourage movement and social interaction 
Size: 80 x 60cm. Traditional Cut (9mm thick)

A striking pose and vibrant colours bring this awesome 
creature to life. Cut to shape with 30 large pieces make 
this a must for the jungle floor scene. Traditional Cut. 
Size: 70 x 54cm. (9mm thick)

FL-T-027    Planets Set (62 pce)  

FL-024    Giraffe (29 pce)  

TP083    Panda  (27 pce)  

FL-T-024    Astronaut (28 pce)      

Reach great heights as you piece 
together this stunning giraffe floor 
puzzle. Make it a must in your 
collection. Traditional Cut. Size: 100 
x 70cm. (9mm thick)

Super-cuddly, 27 piece panda. 
Awesome design and thick 
wooden pieces for years of fun 
on the floor. Traditional Cut. 
Size: 70 x 54cm. (9mm thick)

8 different puzzles in one as you piece together the solar system 
and discuss where everything sits in our universe. Traditional Cut. 
Size: 100 x60cm. (9mm thick)
Huge vinyl outer space playmat sold separately.

PM-001      Space Play Mat          

The Astronaut is a 28 piece floor puzzle that 
is perfect alone on the floor or as part of 
the whole set. Traditional Cut. Size: 60 x 
30cm. (9mm thick)

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911

A unique washable vinyl playmat featuring galaxies and 
constellations. Perfect for teaching about space or for use with 
other space-themed items as a backdrop. Designed specifically 
for use with the FL-T-027 Planets Set. Size: 150 x 100cm.



The Tuzzles brand is not only synonymous with the world’s best puzzles. 
Check out this great selection of educational games. All designed in 
Australia with the quality and detail you have come to love about Tuzzles 
products
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G-012    Memory Match Game  

G-060    Honey Bee Board Game  

G-065    Emotions Game 

G-014    Catch a Fish 
Environmental Game  
 

A fun, colourful board game that teaches colour and number recognition, 
counting skills and turn-taking. First put the board together – it’s an interlocking 4 
piece puzzle. Then spin up a colour and move that piece the number of spaces on 
the number spinner. The first to get the bee from the hive to the flower and back 
is the winner. 1-6 players. Size: 60 x 40cm All thick-cut wooden pieces Age 3+

Learn about human emotions through role play with this unique Tuzzles wooden 
face paddle game. Take turns to spin the spinner and enact the emotion 
indicated on the spinner using the appropriate wooden face paddle. Easy to 
change from child to child as they pass the spinner around. Great for large 
groups. Emotions include: Happy, Sad, Angry, Scared, Laughing and Surprised. 
Size: 30 x 20cm

Sharpen important visual memory and shape recognition skills with this beautifully 
crafted, wooden memory game. Scatter 8 pairs of tokens throughout the 16 holes in the 
game board and place the coloured lids on top. Take turns lifting two lids to match a 
pair of tokens. Collect your own items from the garden or classroom to use with the 
game Include 4 sets of tokens – Shapes, Household Items, Aboriginal Art and Animals. 
Board size: 30 x 30cm

Teach children about looking after our environment with this 
beautiful cooperative fishing game. Use the magnetic rods to 
remove the rubbish from the pond before chasing the 
colourful wooden fish. Includes: 2 fishing rods, 16 fish, 4 
rubbish pieces and the beautifully designed pond. All 
wooden. No screws, walls slide securely together. Size 30 x 
30cm

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911
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G-038    Colour Car Domino  
A beautiful, colourful version of the classic dominoes game. 
Start with the rainbow tile then place the dominoes by 
matching colours and cars. Thick cut wooden pieces. Ideal for 
the floor. 29 pieces. Plus handy storage bag. Size: 10 x 5cm. 
Thick wooden pieces. Age 3+

G-037    Colour and Count Game 
Spin the spinner and match the corresponding colours and numbers with the correct 
petal of your flower. Be the first to complete your puzzle. A colour and counting 
game with a ‘puzzling’ twist. Size: each flower 20 x 20cm  Age 3+

G-073    Colour Picture Match Game  
Simple matching game promoting colour and shape recognition, turn-taking 
and early puzzling skills. Includes 4 x 5pc Puzzles and colour spinner. Thick 
cut wooden pieces

G-049    Build a Butterfly Game 
A fun game that combines shape-recognition, turn-taking and puzzling skills. Spin 
the spinner, find your piece and place it in your puzzle. The first to complete the 
puzzle is the winner. Includes 4 x 8 pce Butterfly Puzzles and 1 spinner. Puzzle size: 
15 x 15cm. All wooden. Age 3+

TP044    Animals  (6)                             
TP045    Occupations Set 1 (6)            
TP046    Occupations Set 2 (6)           
TP089    Three Little Pigs (4)                

Bring your classroom to life with these unique, dramatic-play, wooden face paddles. Made 
to last, with easy-grip handle, children will delight in taking on the role of their favourite 
animal, occupation or nursery rhyme character.. Precision lasercut shapes with vibrant 
colours printed directly on the wood. And two eye holes Size: 30 x 20cm

Wooden Face Paddles

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911



Tuzzles Super Roadway is an excellent tool for developing interactive playing skills. Complete with Roundabouts, 

Intersections, Zebra Crossings, plus all the associated Signs and Road Hazards, children can experience and learn 

about roads, the significance of road safety, what a sign means, the rules of the road and have lots of fun just 

experimenting at the same time.

• Designed for realistic play

• Perfectly scaled to accommodate typical die-cast model vehicles

• Build using the Map provided or create new configurations

• Reverse side of all pieces painted to look like dirt road or road under construction

• Connects seamlessly with the Expansion Set 

  for more configurations

• Let your imagination be your guide!

FL-‐065	  
Tuzzles	  Super	  Roadway	  

Set	  

44	  Pieces	  Ages	  3+	  years	  

Measures 1.8M x 1.2M  (when configuration below is assembled)

• 44 Pieces of Roadway with,
• Left and right handed curves
• Supersized roundabout

• Pedestrian crossings
• ‘T’ Junctions
• 4 Way intersection

2 x  Stop Signs
2 x  Pedestrian Crossing Signs
2 x  Give Way Signs

2 x  50km/hr Signs
2 x  Barriers

Visit	  us	  online	  t	  
         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911

Tuzzles Super Roadway Means Super Play Value

Tuzzles Super Roadway 
Includes:

Plus Traffic Signs

International 
Best Seller
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The Tuzzles Super Roadway Expansion Set allows extra curves to be inserted, as 

well as a parking lot, cul-de-sac, roadworks, detours, short cuts, a bridge and even 

a helicopter pad! This allows the children to really develop a total play experience.

• Designed for realistic play

• Perfectly scaled to accommodate typical die-cast model vehicles

• Build new configurations to satisfy personal creativity

• Reverse side of all pieces painted to look like dirt road or road under construction

• Connects seamlessly with Tuzzles Super Roadway

• Let your imagination be your guide!

• 25 Road Pieces consisting of,
• Left and right handed Racing Curves
• Narrow Road
• Helicopter Pad
• Railway Crossing
• Car Park
• Short Cuts
• Cul-de-sac
• Bridge
• Detour
• School Crossing

2 x  Road Works Signs

1 x  No Through Road Sign
2 x  Traffic Lights
2 x  Railway Crossing Signs
1 x  Detour Sign
2 x  School Crossing Signs

         website:  www.tuzzles.com                                email: sales@tuzzles.com                               phone:  +61 8 8276 8911

The Expansion Set Provides Even More Play Value Expansion Set Includes: Plus Traffic Signs:

The Country Road Edition Adds That Unique Twist
The 44 piece Country Road Edition of the Super Roadway system depicts rough dirt roads and rugged terrain. The 

ideal addition to the Original and Expansion Sets, it allows for that extra use of the imagination and provides hours 

of interactive play value

Joiner and lug pieces help to 

close road ends ands and 

like the name suggests, they 

join pieces to other pieces. 

T h i s a l l o w s f o r m o r e 

versatility and possibilities for 

designing roadways

FL-086    Country Road Edition

FL-066    Super Roadway Expansion Set
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+61	  8	  8276	  8911	  
Platapilla	  USA	  Inc.	  
1562	  First	  Ave	  #	  205	  PMB-‐1681	  
New	  York,	  NY,	  10028-‐4004	  

Platapilla	  Limited.	  	  
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All designs copyright – Platapilla Ltd 2015

All items in this catalogue are subject to availability. All sizes and dimensions are approximate. We reserve the right to alter all sizes, specifications and colours without 
prior notice. Age recommendations where stated are intended as a guide only. We endeavor to ensure all information is correct when going to press, however, errors may 
occur. The Tuzzles logo, Tuzzles puzzle cube motif and ‘Puzzles that make children think’ are trademarks of Platapilla Ltd

Original high quality educational puzzles and teaching aids
Helping children to reach their full potential for over 30 years
-  Precision Laser Cut Wooden Puzzles
-  Educational Games and Activities
-  Special Needs Materials
Recommended by the Best Educators Worldwide


